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LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND

This is an appeal to all who are interested in the Arts.
The Leeds Art Collections Fund is the source of regular
funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collection.
We want more subscribing members to give one and a
half guineas or upwards each year.

Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery and

Temple Newsam; receiveyour Arts Calendar free each

quarter; and receive invitations to all functions and

private views by sending a cheque now to the

HON. TREASURER E. M. ARNOLD ESQ. 'UTTERLEY STREET 'EEDS

'Distinguished

Old & Modern Paintings

ROLAND, BROWSE & DELBANCO
19 CORK STREET OLD BOND STREET
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A PARK GATEWAY AND FOUNTAIN 11'atercolour 15$"X 22"
BE@I'EATHED BY AGVES AND NORMAN LUPTOV

4 ILLIAM PARS
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THE QUALITY THAT IS ART

WATERCOLOURS BY ARTISTS BORN BEFORE 1774..
THE CALENDAR 16—17

The annual general meeting and soiree of the Leeds Art Collections Fund,
held at Temple Newsam House on May 24th, proved to be one of the most
delightful of social functions ever held, but in addition, it was one of the most
stimulating and perhaps controversial so far experienced.
Mr. Wynne's provocative and lively address (published in this issue) might

have set the pattern for the whole evening, for this was an occasion for argument
and discourse on the whole policy of collecting.
But the real basis for the controversy was the group of objects recently

bought by the Fund. Reg. Butler's Girl, the almost life-size standing figure in
bronze recently shown in the Hanover Gallery; John Warren Davis's bronze
Standing Figure, a craggy conception bearing an easily recognized relationship
to a female torso; and a purely abstract painting Winter Landscape by Paul
Feiler, which was included in the exhibition of 'The Seasons'rganized by the
Contemporary Art Society in 1956, were displayed to the members whose
outspoken comments, for and against, only succeeded in confirming that there
can never be a successful democratic policy for buying contemporary works
of art.
Whilst it was generally agreed that in buying such works the Fund was

fulfilling a duty to contemporary art, and also providing the gallery with
representative examples by artists who might not so easily find favour with
a committee of public representatives, the question of whose judgment is valid
in such matters remains unanswerable.
Taste in art is and must remain personal, but it must also constantly change

as a result of new visual experiences. It is our duty to provide these by showing
new forms of expression. Most of the adverse criticisms of the three works
acquired were invalidated by argument against the kind of art rather than the
pieces themselves, which it must be agreed are excellent examples of new
movements in the field of painting and sculpture.
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A ROCKY CHASM Watercolour 17$"x 12k"
BEQUEATHED BY S. D. KITSOV

PAUL SA'ADBY MUON
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The Qua1ity that is Art

7he following address was given at the Annual General Meeting and Soiree of the
Leeds Art Collections Fund by Mr. David Wjnne, and is published at the request

of'everalmembers and with Mr. Wynne's permission and approval.

I want to start by making it clear that I am going to talk to you thi» evening
as a sculptor rather than as an artist, and it is this distinction which I feel that
we will profit by considering. You are a body of people whose object is the
collecting of works of art. I, as a sculptor, am concerned with making figures
in clay, stone and bronze, a difficult but understandable trade. The reason
I do it is because I want, very much, to find out about and perhaps one day
even create a work of art. I need hardly add that this is not the same as wishing
to become a successful sculptor. You see, a man may pass his whole life as a
painter or sculptor without ever approaching an understanding of what ART
is. Many have done so in the past, and today, when our way of life leaves us
wide open to the assaults of mediocrity of every kind, there are many such
people.
I want to question tonight whether we really have any idea at all what a

work of art is. We are living in a so-called scientific age, an age of defining
things, explaining things. The noble concept of Science has been distorted into
a desperate fight to account for every aspect of the universe logically, to assert
that everything is on the same level, and at the same time to take as proven
that most strange fantasy of progress; unassailable, ever accelerating progress
for all mankind, away from what we find difficult and therefore do not like,
towards what must be heaven because it will be made easy and safe, and will
be, above all, explainable in the homely language of the television pundit.
Not unnaturally, therefore, we like to feel that ART is an understandable,
tangible part of our world. Well, it isn'. Art, real art, is a mystery and a
miracle. It can change a moment or a destiny by touching those strange chord»
in thc inner heart of man which lie beyond the echoes of our clanging shouting
petty lives of every day!
Whether we remember it now or not, all of us have experienced this miracle

when standing alone and quiet in the presence of some great work of art. I
will come back to this later, but I will just remind you that this is quite other
from the far more common experience of delight at beholding a beautiful
thing. Art i» a mystery and a miracle, which few men have ever known but
a» a shadow of passing wonder. Yet are there not art schools, art teachers,
art books, art histories, art experts, art guides, art editors and even, to reach
thc limit of absurdity, art critic»? Indeed there are! and all doing very nicely.
But doing what?
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I.et us dispose of them once and for all, at any rate for this evening, by
saying that these are the camp-followers of the painters and sculptors. They
make a living and justify an existence by reporting upon and speculating
about the habits of those who, if honest, admit freely that they are questing
in the dark after an almost unattainable goal, led on by the least promising
qualities from an historian's or observer's point of view: the qualities of
aspiration, faith, hope and even that unmentionable love.
How then shall we approach the subject if all the professed authorities are

unreliable, as I really believe they are> Well, we are left with the more difficult
but much more rewarding alternative of finding out for ourselves, through
direct contact with the works accessible to us. It is for this reason, is it not,
that we form collections such as this, that we may search among them for
understanding. We must seek untiringly for a discernment which can discrim-
inate between the craft of painting or sculpture, and art. When this is achieved,
we are unassailable in our personal judgment, and we will incidentally have
reached an understanding of art which will utterly preclude any categorical
statements such as ordinary art talk consists of. Shall we consider a little
further this distinction between art and craft~ We know what painting and
sculpture are, and we know also, I think, that these crafts, however perfectly
executed, can remain perfectly dull or even perfectly hideous if this is all they
are. We know, I think, a bit more about what is not art, and this may be
helpful. For instance, nature is not art; nearly all nature if beheld humbly is
breathtakingly beautiful however. Virtuosity is not art though it may be used
in the presentation of it. Nor is anything normal or natural or ordinary or
safe or explainable.
The chapel which Giotto painted with scenes of the life of Christ at Padua

is art. So is the now ruined temple of the sacred oracle in that high mountain
valley at Delphi. So is the great red sandstone figure of the Buddha which
came once to England and smiled serenely down on us as it had smiled through
fourteen centuries far away in India. These are great works of art; they move
us strangely if we are in a fit state to see them properly. As we gaze at them
our beliefs, our values, our very existence seems less sure, less real by com-
parison. Don't let us be sidetracked by words. There are very few works of art
in the world, and these few stand out like watchtowers down the vale of
history and beyond. The lone monoliths of Easter Island, the grey pile ofYork
Minster, the colossi of Egypt, Babylon and Mexico, frescoes, mosaics, ikons;
we cannot name or count them but if we have actually seen one, that one has
its clear place in our memory as an event and experience at once strange and
rare.
I want to submit to you that these works of which I have been speaking are,

in truth, works of art. They have been created for a purpose, well defined,
like living things, and lead an individual existence of their own. Not only are
they works of art, they are also linked to real science, religion and philosophy.
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For only the levellers and the breakers will strive to divide and alienate these
four. These works speak to us of the same thing, regardless of time, creed or
language, and it is our right and our heritage to seek out and gain under-
standing from them. I want to carry this a little further and suggest that the
creators of such works and they alone, are the artists. It is not a bad place to
draw the line, because the creators of such works as these are not ordinary
men, whereas painters and sculptors are. These are special men, who have
reached a level of understanding beyond the ordinary limits. If you try to find
out about them you will find that this is so.
This is all I am going to say about what I have called real works of art,

because they do not really enter into a discussion on collecting. They are too
rare to be bought and sold, and it is only through some chance that one finds
its way into a collection or dealer's shop. So let us now examine the rest ofwhat
goes to make up the extraordinary kaleidoscope of works of paintings and
sculptures which we see around us. There are, often hidden in the mass, many
works which bear traces of true art. The creators of these works are those who
achieve, by great eflort, what I will call "artist states". Call them what you
will: moments of inspiration, creative visions, whisperings of the muse; what-
ever we call them it is this that we are striving for, trying to break through to.
A sudden flash of perception in which the clay or paper under the hand is
transfigured and new born, and the struggler is left with one more brief
glimpse of his far off mountain before the mist of distractions, illusions and
weariness rolls back. Without these moments the painter or sculptor can do
nothing. His craft, as such, is of no importance whatever; what he has to
contribute is of but personal interest to those who know him. What he makes
is lumber, and if the world counts it of value, it is only the value of a manufac-
tured ornament or a pretty toy. The works of those painters and sculptors who
are familiar with this "artist state" are of very great interest. It is hard to
distinguish, but through the phases and setbacks of the career of such a one,
if he does not lose his original aim and forget, as many do, there lies a tortuous
and tangled but unbroken thread of deeper meaning, more profound
perception.

My time is running out, but I would like to give you one example of such
a man. Let us look at the work of Picasso from this point of view. I choose him
from many because, though still alive, he is, I trust, past the barrier of
suspicion and hostility which many meet when they set out on this long road.
If we review Picasso's life work so far, not trying to understand or criticize so
much as to observe, what do we seeP We see a man spurred on by an insatiable
longing for discovery; a man who has laboured for fifty years harder than any
navvy, coalminer or politician would think of doing: a man who looks at each
problem as a little child looks, as something new to be done: who took to
pottery when an old man and used clay as a new element, a way of searching
for his goal.
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l4'atercolour 74'" X 6"
PRESENTED BY F. J. NETTI F.FOLD

J, I;. IBBETSDV
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For years he was dismissed as a charlatan, a man who had belied his early
promise, because he was working on a new aspect of painting. Worse, he was
beset by fraudulent imitators. Now he can command a huge price for hi»
slightest pencil sketch or design and has beautiful houses in Pari» and the
South. But he still works every day, oblivious of criticism and praise, because
he still journeys towards his far mountain, that first he saw as a boy in Spain
sixty years ago. I repeat, he is but an example of the sort of painter I am
talking about. He is now in vogue, it is smart to own a Picasso and profess to
understand his work. The camp-followers have cottoned on at last. Let us not
be caught in the pendulum swing. Let us follow in this case his own advice
when asked how to understand his painting: "Look at it!" he cried "as you
listen to a bird singing; you don't try to hear the words, you just listen".
In passing, I would like to congratulate you all on the opening tonight of

the posthumous exhibition of painting of Martin Bloch, such another of these
men of whom I was speaking just now. I had the privilege of knowing him,
and I visited his studio just before he died, an unforgettable experience. I feel
that he would agree with what I have been saying tonight, as Madame Bloch,
who is here, will, I hope, bear out.
You are collectors, and I would humbly submit to you that the works worth

collecting of both the living and the dead are those that seem to be striving
towards something mysterious and miraculous. That seem to sing of higher,
better things. This is not fashionable or smart, and is easy to ridicule, but what
in God's name is the interest of a man's work that is understandable, that in
fact we could do ourselves? I am quite sure that every man is capable of distin-
guishing the true from the false in painting and sculpture if he sets out to
acquire this gift. I am also sure that the way is to look. Stand in front of the
work and see what it means to you. Don't think about it, don't analyse it, just
be aware that it is there and that you are there. It is of no value to confirm or
justify your opinion by reference to books, well known authorities, councils, or
even cld so and so who is a bit of a judge, they don't know, any more than
you do. I feel very strongly that we would do well to remember that a thing
may be precious because it is beautiful, or because it is old, or because it is
costly, or because it is rare. But that which is most precious is surely that which
helps us to remember our own visions of glory and wonder and hope. This is
what artists are trying to tell us, what painters and sculptors and musicians
and poets have seen and sought after, since the world was very young.
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A LANE NEAR HINDHEAD
Watercolour lions" x 104"

PRESENTED BY A. E. ANDERSON

MICHAEL ANGELO ROOKER
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Watercolours by Artists born before 1774
All those not included in previous numbers of the Calendar.

ROBERT ADAM (1728—1792). Studied at Edinburgh University. Travelled on the
Continent in 1754—8. Architect. His watercolours are mainly fanciful.

1 HILLY'ANDsGAPE, with river, bridge and castles. In the foreground cattle and
herdsmen, waterfalls l. and r.
Pen, brown ink, and watercolour; 8 x 16 in.
5.1/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER (1767—1816). Studied under Pars and Ibbetson. Trav-
elled to China in 1792—4. Illustrated books on China, was a drawing master and
Keeper of Prints and Drawings at the British Museum.

2 THE CHURCHES OF ST. MARY AND ST. CYRIAC AT SWAFFHAM PRIOR, with a
peasant carrying a basket, 1.
Blacklead and watercolour; 6-', x 8~a in.
655/25.
Inscr.: in lower r. corner W. Alexander 1806.
Prov.: Henry Barran who presented it to Leeds, 1925.
A drawing of another abbey in Cambridgeshire has the same date. The two
may be part of a series.

3 A BURtAL Pz.AGE NEAR HAN-TGHEGU-FGU, a small tomb or shrine with trees
and another beyond 1. centre.
Watercolour; 7ss X 10~- in.
29.1/38.
Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.

4 AN ENGLIsH VILLAGE STREET a group of two and three storey cottages and
houses, the nearest of which displays a barber's pole, three figures.
Blacklead with blue, brown and grey wash; 8 x 12~ in.
Inscr.: verso: in blacklead, W. Alexander.
5.2/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Watermark, 1801.

HENRY ALKEN (1784—after 1849). Exhibited at the R.A. See previous number of
the Calendar, from which this drawing was omitted by mis>ake.
5 RAGING —SADDLING three horses, two chestnut and a bay, and four grooms,

the meeting in the 1. distance.
Watercolour; 7„' 10~a in.
5.3/52.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

t Thorney Abbey in the Victoria and Albert Museum.
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THE CHURCHES OF ST. MARY & ST. CYRIAC, No. 2 W'ILLIAM ALEXANDER

SAMUEL ATKINS ($.1787—1808). Travelled in the East Indies c. 1796—1804.
Exhibited at the R.A. 1787—1808.
6 A FRIGATE PAssING A LIGHTHousE under mainsail and topsails with the red

ensign flying.
Watercolour; 13~ x 114 in.
Inscr.: On a spar floating in the water (5A.~) del (07.').
5.7/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Once attributed to Pocock. The lighthouse may be the old Eddystone light.

GEORGE BARRET JUNR. (1767—1842). Studied with his father. Exhibited at
the O.W.C.S. and R.A.

7 A RIvER OvERLooKED Bv A CAsTLE with an estuary beyond.
Black chalk and grey wash; 54 x 7—', in.
5.14/52.
Prov.: Hawkins; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

8 TEMpLE oN A LAKE-sIDE surrounded by trees with buildings r.
Black chalk and grey wash; 5~ x 8~ in.
5.13/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
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9 A CAsTLE with the lake in the centre beyond.
Black chalk and grey wash; 5< x7~ in.
5.15/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
The provenance "Hawkins" probably applies to Nos. 8 and 9 as well as to 7.

J. S. BARTH (j1. 1797—1809).
Exhibited at the R.A. in the above years. Was an engraver.
10 THE BUsH, WANsTEAD, the house 1., a pond with swans, two figures and sheep.

Body colour; 10s x15 in.
Inscr.: on the verso, View of the back front of the Bush at li'anstead 1808 jS.Barth
(according to a note by Norman Lupton).
5.16/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Barth exhibited a view of the Copy Farmyard, Wanstead, at the R.A. in 1808
which may possibly be identical with this.

E. BECKER (g. 1793—1810).Drew sets of views of Rome, the Lake District and the
Thames Valley. Exhibited at the R.A. in 1793 as an Honorary Exhibitor and at
the British Institution in 1810 from an address in Bath.
11 NEAR CLAPPERsGATE, AMBLEsIDE a valley with a dead tree r. and a house in

the middle distance.
Blacklead, pen, grey ink and wash; 4—„' 7I in.
Inscr.: in brown ink along the lower edge IItear ClaPPersgate near Ambleside and
on the back in blacklead XVI.
5.21/52.
Prov.: G. Bellingham-Smith; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

12 NEAR WINDERMERE, the lake with several islands, a round-topped tower on one.
Pen, grey ink and wash; 4~s x 7~ in.
Inscr.: in brown ink on lower edge near VVindermere and in blacklead on back VI.
5.20/52.
Prov.: G. Bellingham-Smith; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

13 WINDERMERE, the lake in the middle distance with high mountains beyond.
Pen, grey ink and blue and grey wash; 4—„x74 in.
Inscr.: in brown ink on lower edge near l. Ji~indermere and in blacklead on
back IX.
5.19/52.
Prov.: G. Bellingham-Smith; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

14 WINDERMERE, the lake with high mountains beyond and a house on the shore r.
Pen, grey ink and wash; 4—', x 7~ in.
Inscr.: in brown ink on lower 1. corner Iirindermere and in blacklead on back
XXIII.
5.22/52.
Prov.: G. Bellingham-Smith; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

JAMES BOURNE. Exhibited at the R.A. 1800—09.
15 BYLAND ABBEY, in the middle distance seen down a valley with trees on

either side.
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THE BUSH, WANSTFAD, No. 10 3. S. BARTH

VJatercolour; 74 x10s in.
Inscr.: on the back of the old mount Byland Abbey / I'orkshire.

Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
16 A VIEw QF YQRK FRQM THE HUI.I. RQAD with the Minster r. centre, the road

and a lane in the foreground and three figures.
Blue and grey wash; 194 X23ss in.
Inscr.: on the back of the mount A View of X'orkfrom the Hull Road/Mr. Bourne
JVo. 7 Somerset St./London.
13.44/53.

d 1953.Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds,
The inscriptions on Nos. 15 and 16 are in Bourne's hand.

CHARLES LOUIS CLERISSEAU (1722—1820). Born in France. In England with
the encouragement of Robert Adam (1771—c.1778). Exhibited at the R.A. in 1772
and at the Society of Artists till 1790.
17 AN ITALIAN CoURTYARD with a well r. and a flight of stairs leading to the

first floor seen through an arch.
Pen, black ink and watercolour; 9s' 142 in.
5.39/52.

ds 1952.Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds,
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RICHARD COOPER JUNR. (c.1740—c.1814). Studied under his father. Travelled
in France and Italy. Drawing master at Eton with or after A. Cozens by whom he
was clearly infiuenced. Exhibited at the R.A.
18 LANDscAPE, with trees, buildings in the distance and hills beyond; two figures

stand in the foreground.
Pen and brown ink with brown wash; 14~ X 21 in. (oval).
Inscr.: in blacklead on old mount, R. Gooper delt.
13.66/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.

19 BRIDGE, crossing a stream which runs over a rocky course.
Brown wash; 5S X 14S in.
Inscr.: in brown ink in the upper r. corner, R. Gooper D.
13.65/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Drawn on the back of a fragment of an account sheet.

JOHN CROME (1768—1821). Apprenticed to a sign painter. A founder and
President of the Norwich Society of Artists. Exhibited at the R.A. from 1808.
20 THE TANNERv YARD, shed l. figures in the yard and the mast of a barge centre.

Watercolour; 9 X 13 in.
635/25.
Prov.: Purchased from the Bilborough bequest 1925.

21 LANDscAPE, with a cottage among trees r.
Black chalk and grey wash; 7~ X9 in.
13.2/31.
Prov.: R. H. Kitson who presented it to Leeds 1931.

WILLIAM DANIELL, R.A. (1769—1837). Studied with his uncle, Thomas Daniell,
with whom he travelled in India, 1785—94.
22 A VIEw NEAR SRINAGAR, CAsHMIR. A valley with buildings on the Hank of a

hill and a mountain beyond; a man carrying a gun with a woman and child
in Indian costume in the foreground.
Watercolour; 12~s x20 in.
5.91/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Watermark; j. Whatman.
Engraved No. 24 of Oriental Scenery by the Daniells who were in Srinagar in
April 1789.

EDWARD DAYES (1763—1804). Studied under Pether and at the R.A., 1780.
Master of Girtin. Exhibited at the R.A. 1786—1804.
23 AN OAK TREE standing at the side of a river with distant hills.

Watercolour; 11~ X9-s in.
13.100/53.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler; Agnes and Norman I.upton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.

24 FRAMLINGHAM CAsTLE fiom the dry moat with a figure on a bridge crossing
It r.
Watercolour: 8s X 11 in.
Inscr.: in black lead on the reverse Framlingham Gastle/ I79I. The signature
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ARTS CAI

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10.30 to 6.30; SUNDAYS 2.30 to 5.0

JULY 20 to
AUGUST 17

SCULPTURE BY LEHMBRUCK
(Admission I/-)

An exhibition of sculpture and drawings by Wilhelm Lehmbruck
organized and circulated by the Arts Council.

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAY
OCTOBER to APRIL, 11.30a.m. to 6.15 p.m. or dusk
MAY to SEPTEMBER, 10.30 a.m. to 6.15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 10.30 a.m. to 8.0 p.m.

JULY 17 CONCERT
The Aeolian String Quartet will give a concert in the Long Gallery
on July 17 commencing at 7.30 p.m. Bookings at Barkers from one
month prior to the concert.
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ENDAR

SOME NOTABLE EVENTS IN YORKSHIRE GALLERIES

JULY—SEPTEMBER 1957

Arts Council Exhibitions

Rajput Paintings
Six Young Painters

Harrogate
Bradford

Aug. 17 to Sept. 8
Aug. 24 to Sept. 14

Art Exhibitions Bureau

The English Garden (Times Photographs)
Pictures with an Impact
Town and Country Scenes

Hull

Bradford
Doncaster

Aug. 24 to Sept. 7
Aug. 25 to Sept. 21
Sept. 14 to Oct. 13

Other Exhibitions
Works by W. Lyons Wilson

Works by Edmund Kapp
Sheffield Artists up to 1920
Paintings and Drawings by Doris Shrecker
Artists'nternational Association

Czechoslovac Graphic Art
National Exhibition of Children's Art

Bellotto Exhibition
Chinese Jade
Architectural Treasures of Czechoslovakia
Doncaster Children's Art Exhibition

Keighley Art Club Annual Exhibition

Walter Sickert Exhibition

Paintings of the English Home
Paintings by Modern Watercolour Artists

Persian Pottery (V. & A.)
The Italian Renaissance (V. & A.)
History of Bookbinding (V. & A.)
Pictures from the Collection of Wyndham T. Vint
Audubon Bird Pictures
Treasures of Yorkshire Libraries

Wallpapers (V. & A.)

Bradford
Harrogate
Sheffield

Keighley
Huddersfield

Halifax
Scarborough
York
Wakefield
Hull

Doncaster
Keighley
Sheffield

Huddersfield

Rotherham
Halifax
Sheffield

Huddersfield

Scarborough
Wakefield

Harrogate
Keighley

July 19 to Aug. 18

July 24 to Aug. 14

July 20 to Aug. 18

July 27 to Aug. 18

July 27 to Aug. 25

July 27 to Aug. 26
Aug. I to Aug. 31

Aug. I to Aug. 31

Aug. 1 to Sept. 1

Aug. 3 to Aug. 31

Aug. 3 to Sept. 12
Aug. 24 to Sept. 15
Aug. 24 to Sept. 29
Aug. 31 to Sept. 25
Aug. 31 to Sept. 29
Aug. 31 to Oct. 16
Aug. 31 to Oct. 28
Sept. 1 to Sept. 21
Sept. 2 to Sept. 30
Sept. 7 to Sept. 28
Sept. 14 to Sept. 24
Sept. 21 to Oct. 19
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NEAR PONT ABERGLASLYN, No. 26 EDWARD DAYES

E. Dayes is recorded as having been on it and may be under the edge of the
mask which is glued to the drawing.
513/24.
Prov.: Purchased from the Bilborough Bequest, 1924.

25 WEsT FAGE QF SNowDQN, seen across two lakes with cattle, sheep, goats and
a man on horseback in the foreground.
Watercolour; 194s x28 in.
13.103/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
There is a painting of the same view from slightly lower down on the shore
of the lake by Richard Wilson in the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool.

26 NEAR PoNT ABERCI.AsI.YN, NoRTH WAI.Es, a cottage on a road running between
rocks with mountains beyond.
Blacklead with grey and blue wash; 8 F 11 in.
15.3/29.
Prov.: A. E. Anderson who presented it to Leeds, 1929.

27 AT EEL WEIR, GREAT MARLow r. with the tower of a church centre.
Grey monochrome; 6.', x 10-„'in.
5.92/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Watermark; E P P.
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28

29

30

31

CQNwAV CAsTLE a ruined courtyard overgrown with ivy and bushes.
Blue and grey wash with blacklead; 7s x9s in.
13.98/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
LANDscAPE, a hillside with a quarry or mine at the base and rocks on the top.
Watercolour; 7s x 9-„I in.
13.99/53.
Prov.: Douglas Thompson; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1953.
Ascribed to J. M. W. Turner by Douglas Thompson. Possibly a view of
Tissington Towers in Dovedale.
DERwENTwATER, with Skiddaw rising up from the far shore; figures of a man,
woman and child in the foreground.
Watercolour; 12—', x 174~ in.
Inscr.: in yellow, along lower edge to the 1. Dayes
13.101/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
LAKE AMQNGST HILLS with milkmaid milking and fishermen in foreground.
Pen, ink and watercolour; 13-', x19„'n.
13.102/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman I.upton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
A note on the mount by Norman Lupton says: Signed lour left 'E. Dayes 1789'.
Before Ipurchasedit 1am sure that this drauring has be'en chemically cleaned. Considerable

reaction on the ink of the signature has since become apparent. The signature has now
completely disappeared leaving a brown stain.

ANTHONY THOMAS DEVIS (1729—1817). Exhibited at the Free Society of
Artists and the R.A.
32 BRADGATE PARK—LQRD STAMFQRDS, Leicester, with a man burning rubbish

and a windmill in the r. distance.
Pen, brown ink, black chalk and watercolour; 10 x15~ in.
Inscr.: in black chalk in lower 1. corner A. Devis.
5.93/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

HENRY EDRIDGE, A.R.A. (1769—1821). Studied with Pether and the R.A. 1784.
Travelled in France, 1817 and 1819.Exhibited at the R.A., mostly portraits.

33

34

35

LANnscApE, trees and fields with grazing horses and cattle.
Black and white chalk on grey paper tinted or faded brown; I 1 ~s x 194 in.
Inscr.: in black chalk in lower 1. corner 11~...Bush(.~) Aug. 10 1815.
852/28.
Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who presented it to Leeds 1928.
FISHERMEN s HQUsEs BENEATH CLIFF with boats on the beach r. and several
figures.
Blacklead; 9~ x16< in.
5.99/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
DovER CAsTLE with derrick and blocks of stone r. bridge and boat centre;
castle on cliffs beyond.
Blacklead; 10s x14s in.
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A HIGHLAND FERRY, No. 48 S. H. GRIMM

5.98/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

JOSEPH FARINGTON, R.A. (1747—1821). Studied under Richard Wilson from
1763 and at the R.A. 1769. Exhibited with the Incorporated Society and the R.A.
from 1778.
36 NQRTH VIEU oF LINTQN AND LINMQUFH with the sea r. figures on a road

skirting a hillside l. and a high hill beyond.
Blacklead and grey wash; 9s x14+ in.
Inscr.: in black ink in lower 1. corner /os. Farington.
5.101/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Two views of Linmouth were exhibited by Farington at the R.A. in 1811.

37 RYDAL BRIDGE with Rydal Fell rising above it and cottages r.
Pen, brown ink and grey wash; 10 x 15 in.
Inscr.: on a rock in the lower 1. corner Aydal / /os: Farington / 1786.527/23.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler who presented to to the Leeds Art Collections Fund,
1923.
Engraved by Byrne and Landseer, 1789, for I'arington's Views of the Lakes.
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38 KIRKsTALL ABBEY, covered with ivy and bushes seen from the east end.
Black chalk on brown paper with white heightening; 12 x18s in.
Inscr.: in blacklead in lower 1. corner 1801 and in lower r. corner gos. Farington.
495/23.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler who presented it to Leeds, 1923.

39 TEwKEsBURY ABBEY in the centre with two men conversing on a bridge over
a weir in the foreground.
Blacklead, pen, brown and grey ink with grey wash (unfinished) 13s x 19-„ in.
Inscr.: in blacklead in lower r. corner jF.R.A. and in brown ink diagonally
on road in lower 1. corner /os. Farington.
5.102/52.
Prov.: Miss Tyrwhitt; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to
Leeds, 1952.

40 ENTRANGE To A CAvE with peasant figures, others approaching from the r.
distance on donkeys.
Pen, ink and grey wash; 23 x 18 in.
Inscr.: /os. Farrington 1789.
1 3.104/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Several of the figures appear to be very old or crippled so this may be a healing
grotto or spring.

THEODOSIUS FORREST (1728—1784). Studied under Lambert. Exhibited at the
R.A. and Society of Artists.
41 ITALIANATE SGENE with a small waterfall and peasant girls in the foreground.

buildings in the middle distance and mountains beyond.
Watercolour; 14s x21~ in.
5.108/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
There is a monochrome version of the same scene by the same hand in the
collection of Mrs. Soily, Wimborne.

42 BURFORD BRIDGE, ABINGDON. A river with a barge and bridge 1. buildings
centre and a church tower and other buildings r. identified by Lupton as
St. Helen's Church and Christ's Hospital.
Watercolour; 11 X17s in.
Inscr.: on reverse Abingdon.
5.241/52.
Prov.: Mrs. Soily ofWimborne; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed
it to Leeds, 1952.
Mrs. Soily's husband was a descendant of Thomas Rackett, to whom these
drawings may also be attributed. Rackett was a pupil of Forrest.

FRANCOIS L. T. FRANCIA (1772 1839). Studied under J. C. Barrow. Secretary
of the Sketching Club and of the Associated Artists in Watercolour with whom he
exhibited. He left England in 1717.
43 AN EsTUARY'T Low TIDE with ships and a crescent moon above the horizon.

Watercolour; 74 x 12~ in.
13.106/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
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JAQUES AND THE DEER, No. 53 SAMUEL HOWITT

JOHN GLOVER (1767—1840). Studied with Payne and Smith but largely self
taught; Exhibited at the R.A. and O.W.C.S. of which he was at one time President.
44 FLEETwITH PIKE FRQM GATEsGARTH BUTTERMERE, with a shepherd on a rock

in the foreground.
Watercolour; 12 x 184 in.
13.118/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Glover exhibited a view of Buttermere at the O.W.C.S. in 1807.

45 NEEnwoon FoREsT, HANTS, with felled timber and three deer in the foreground.
Watercolour; 214 x29s in.
Inser.: on the back of the mount Xo. 17 XeedIvood Forest / j Glover
13.120/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Glover exhibited Wear JVeedvvood Forest at the O.W.C.S. in 1808.

SAMUEL HERONYMOUS GRIMM (1733—1794). Born in Switzerland. Studied
with Aberli. Came to England in 1768. Illustrated White's Selborne, 1776, and
worked for many antiquaries. Exhibited at the R.A. and Society of Artists.
4. M6 MDATED CGNTINENTAL CAsTLE above a river in which a dog is chasing ducks.

Watercolour; 14 x 18-„'n.
5.114/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
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47 LANDscAPE with a castle of continental type above a river with barges on it.
Watercolour; 14 x 18 in.
13.122/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
This drawing seems to be a companion to No. 46.

48 A HIGHLAND FERRY, a man helping a young woman into a ferry-boat drawn
up on the shore of an estuary.
Pen and brown ink with watercolour; 6s x8~ in.
13.124/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1953.

49 GRAvEYARD BY THE SEA, with two men, one of whom is sketching, standing by
a Celtic cross; a ruined chapel in the centre.
Watercolour; 5 0<7„'n.
13.123/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1953.
Possibly drawn on the West coast of Scotland and associated with the work
Grimm did for the Society of Antiquaries.
Illustrated in R. M. Clay's Samuel Heronymous Grimm Pl. 92.

JACOB PHILIPPE HACKERT (1737—1807). Born in Prussia. Studied under
Le Sueur in Berlin, also in Paris, Rome. Court Painter to the King of Naples.
50 THE FALLs oF TIvoLI, two peasants by a horse trough and a group of elegantly

dressed men and women looking over the parapet at the waterfall which
descends from below to a small town, a few of the buildings of which are
visible.
Watercolour and gouache; 184 x 13~ in.
Inscr.: in brown ink along the lower edge, La grande Gascade a Zivoli, j:Phi:
Hackert, f: 1770
13.126/53.
Prov.: J.L. Wright; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds,
1953.

MARY HARCOURT (d. 1833). Wife of William, 3rd Lord Harcourt. Several
members of the Harcourt family were amateur watercolourists and Mary's father,
the Rev. William Danby, was a patron of Ibbetson. The Hon. Mrs. Harcourt
exhibited at the R.A. She lived at one time on St. Leonard's Hill, Windsor.

51 ST. LEGNARDs HILL, Windsor Castle and part of the forest with a lodge on
a hill l.
Black and grey wash on brown tinted paper; 17s~ x22~ in.
Inscr.: on the rev. in black ink St. Leonards Hill, 11'indsor Castle / and part of the
Forest / Mary Harcourt Feei t. 17B3
Prov.: Unknown.

52 VIEw IN WINDsoR FGREST with a wooden bridge over a stream l. and Windsor
Castle seen through a gap in the trees.
Black and grey wash on a brown tinted paper; 17~~x234 in.
Inscr.: on rev. in brown ink View in 14rindsor Forest —/ Mary Harcourt Fecit
Prov.: Unknown.
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LANDSCAPE WITH FISHERMEN, No. 69 J. C. NArrss

SAMUEL HOWITT (1765 1822). Self taught. Travelled in Bengal. Exhibited
with the Incorporated Society and the R.A. from 1783. Is supposed to have been a
gentleman sportsman until money difficulties forced him to become a professional
artist.
53 JAQUEs AND THE DEER (As you like it, H i). A stag on a rock by a foaming

stream watched by a man hiding behind a twisted tree.
Pen, grey ink and watercolour; 8z x 11< in.
13.134/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Howitt exhibited a drawing with this title at the R.A., 1793.

JULIUS CESAR IBBETSON (1759—1017). Born in Leeds and apprenticed to a
ship painter in Hull. Travelled to the East Indies in 1788. Spent the latter part of
his life in Masham. Painted equally in oil and watercolour. Exhibited at the R.A.
and British Institute.
54 GIFsY BEGGARs, a family of mother, father and four children with a donkey;

a man on horseback l.
Watercolour; 7 I x 6 in.
1.7/40.
Prov.: F. J. Nettlefold who presented it to Leeds, 1948.

55 A PEDLAR PLAYING A SET OF PIPEs with figures dancing, sitting in front of a
tavern.
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Grey wash; 4s x 7s in.
Prov.: Unknown.

56 TvpEs oF CHARAOTER. A group of poorly dressed people, one of whom has
just thrown a cat in the air, another reclining on top of a gibbet.
Pen, grey ink and watercolour; 6.'; x 9 in.
232/07.
Prov.: R. H. Kitson who presented it to Leeds, 1907.

57 GIRLs BATHING, in a lakeland pool, with cattle on the bank, watched by a
boy from behind rocks.
Watercolour; 7~a x 8—'„ in.
13.137/53.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1953.

EDWARD KENNION (1744—1790). Drawing master. Exhibited with the R.A.
and Free Society.
58 GooDRICH, HEREFQRD, the ruined castle on a hill with river I. and farm r.

Blacklead and grey wash; 9 x 14—,'n.
Inscr.: in brown ink in upper 1. corner Hereford JV'o. I53, upper r. corner Goodrich
Hereford Octo" I799/ >M.EA and in lower 1. corner River I1ye.
5.125/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

P. LA CAVE ( fl.1789—1816).May have been born in Holland. Was in England in
the above years. Worked with Ibbetson and Morland.
59 LQNGHQRN CATTLE wading into a river driven by a herdsman with a stick.

Watercolour; 6~~ X9s in.
Inscr.: on the verso according to a note by Norman Lupton Mr. Cope Feby. 1828.
5.128/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
This drawing was bought in a sale in Leeds. Mr. Cope of Leeds was one of
the subscribers to Turner's earliest engraved work.

60 WAGGDN AND HDRSEs, outside a cottage.
Watercolour; 64 x84'n.
13.142 f53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.

JAMES LAMBERT (1725—1788).Worked in Sussex as did his son of the same name.
Exhibited at the Incorporated Society of Artists and R.A. 1761—79.
61 A VIEW OF FAIRLIGHT CHURCH NEAR HASTINGS, SUSSEX, on a hill with a

signpost in the foreground indicating Hastings r. and Pett 1. Figures and oxen
on the road; Fairlight Glen running down to the sea l.
Watercolour; 8„'- x 12ss in.
Inscr.: in grey ink on the mount A View of Fairlight Church near Hastings Sussex
and in blacklead Lambert Del.
5.129/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

JOHN LA1'ORTI'1761—1839). Studied with J. M. Baralet in Dublin. Exhibited
with the Associated Society of Watercolourists.
62 MARGATE, the shore with boats and the harbour wall 1. houses r.

Blacklead on two sheets of paper each 6~ x9~ in. mounted side by side.
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KLRKSTALL ABBEY, No. 70 FRANCIS NICHOLSOV

Inscr.: in blacklead in lower r. corner Margate / 1803, in the sky of each sheet
vvhite, and on the upper edges of the r. and 1. sheet respectively No. 1 and No. 2.
"Margate" has been reinforced with a blacker pencil.
5.130/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

PHILIP JAMES DE LOUTHERBOURG, R.A. (1740—1812). Born in Germany.
Studied under inter al. Vanloo and Casanova. Worked in France from 1763 and
England from 1771. Worked as a scene painter.
63 PAsToRAI. oF FIoUREs ANn ANIMAI.s, with sheep, a donkey and a long-horned

cow.
Black and white chalk on grey paper tinted brown; 16„X22-„'n.
Inscr.: in black ink in lower 1. corner Loutherberg pinx and in lower r. corner
De Loutherberg delt. erased.
5.137/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.

JOHN BAPTIST MALCHAIR (1731—1812). Born in Cologne. Came to England
c. 1754. A musician as well as a painter. Teacher of drawing at Oxford until he
went blind about 1797. Exhibited at the R.A. in 1773.
64 MILLBANK WEsTMINsTER, with figures, boats and a windmill on the further

bank.
Blacklead and grey wash; 94I X 13s in.
Inscr.: on reverse Sept. I9—I795—Millbanh —

/ 6 j Malchair
5.146/52.
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Prov.: L. G. Duke; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds,
1952.
This drawing would have been done at a time when the artist's sight was
already failing.

DR. THOMAS MUNRO (1759—1833). Alienist, amateur draughtsman, collector
and patron of Turner, Girtin and others. See the Calendar No. 34, 1956.

65 LANDscAPE with trees and water.
Black chalk and grey wash on brown tinted paper; 3s x 5 in.
Prov.: Unknown.

GEORGE MORLAND (1763—1804) (or after). Studied under his father. Exhibited
at the R.A. from 1773, and the Society of Artists from 1777.
66 WooDLAND SGENE with large rocks r. and an open space; mountains in the

distance l.
Blacklead; 5s x 7„'n.
Inscr.: in blacklead obliquely in lower r. corner G. Morland and on reverse
G. Morland/ (something erased) / Willm Scott.
29.65/38.
Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
Many drawings attributed to Morland are copies or imitations. This one,
although it is of quite good quality, may be one of these, perhaps by the
inscribed William Scott.

PAUL SANDBY MUNN (1773—1845). Studied probably with his godfather, Paul
Sandby, but much influenced by Girtin and Cotman. Exhibited at the R.A. and
O.W.C.S.
67 A RocKY CHAsM with a waterfall and three figures—Gordale Scar.

Watercolour; 17~ x 12~2 in.
Inscr.: in brown ink diagonally in the lower 1. corner P. S. Munn !803and on
the back of the old mount (according to a note signed L.G.D. L. G. Davies)
Gordale. A similar but smaller drawing inscribed Gordale, near Malham, July 26th,
1803, is in the British Museum.
1.15/39.
Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1939.
E~hib.: R.A. 1804, as Gordale, ?orhshire.
The close resemblance to the contemporary style of Cotman is also noted by
Davies.

68 WINDMILL QN A HILL with a cart and horses and a distant prospect.
Dark grey wash on blue paper tinted brown; 8Is x 12~~in.
Inscr.: in black ink in lower 1. corner P. S. Munn /1800 and on the verso in
brown ink; Deer. 7th 99 ?; Worthington. pt. / High upon the daisyd hill, / Rising
from the sloPe of trees, / Hotv the Ivings ofyonder mill / Labour in the busy breeze!—/
Hamlets—villages &" sPires, / Scattered on the landscaPe lie, /?ill the distant vietv
retires, / Closing in an azure sky.—Cunninghams Poems.
13.156/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Bibl.: Jonathan Mayne Thomas Girtin, p. 53; T. Girtin and D. Loshak. ?he
Art of? homas Girtin, p. 181.



ETNA AND THE GREEK THEATRE, TAORMINA, No. 83 J.W. SMITH

One of the Brothers Society Drawings. A Girtin drawing to the same theme,
presumably set by Worthington, is reproduced by Randall Davies in his book
on Girtin, pl. 31. It is dated jan 1800. I do not know why both drawings are
dated later than the date given in the inscription on the back.

JOHN CLAUDE NATTES (1765—1822). Studied under H. P. Dean. Exhibited
with the O.W.C.S. and R.A. Worked for a while at York.
69 LANDSCAPE WITH FISHERMEN, sitting beside a river l.

Pen, black ink and watercolour; 10-'I x15 in.
632/25.
Prov.: Miss H. M. Hepworth who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1925.

FRANCIS NICHOLSON (1753—1844). Born at Pickering he specialized in York-
shire scenes. Exhibited at the R.A. and O.W.C.S. of which he was at one time
President.

70 KIRKsTALL ABBEY from the North West with cattle, a milkmaid and herder
by a pond in the foreground.
Watercolour on paper stuck to canvas and varnished; 30-,t x45.', in.
12/38.
Prov.: J. B. Lewis who presented it to Leeds, 1938.
Nicholson exhibited views ofKirkstall at the R.A. in 1803 and at the O.W.C.S.
in 1805 and 1809.
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71 CHEsTER, view across the Dee with a cart and figures in the foreground, boats,
smoke rising from a building r. centre and the cathedral tower in the r.
distance.
Watercolour; 18 X24S in.
Inscr.: on the reverse Chester / F. JVicholson.
498/23.
Prov.: Sir Michael Sadler who presented it to Leeds, 1923.
Lithographed in 1820 with some differences in the figures, etc.'icholson
exhibited a view of Chester in 1814 at the O.W.C.S.

72 THE HEADINGLEY OAKz a gnarled and broken tree with two peasants below
it and cattle l.
Red and brown wash; 15~ X 19ss in.
Inscr.: on the reverse 7 he Shire Oak near Leeds J'orkshire / F. JVicholson 1811
710/26.
Prov.: Miss E. M. Littlewood who presented it to Leeds. 1926.
Lithographed in 1920 with differences in accessories. Nicholson exhibited a
drawing of the Shire Oak at the O.W.C.S. in 1811, sold for 4 guineas.

DQLBADERN CAsTLE, a tower on a rock with the river on the l.
Watercolour; 8st X 12 in.
Inscr.: on the back of the mount Dolbadern Castle, 1Vales.
29.20/38.
Prov.: Sydney D. Kitson who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1938.
A view of Dolbadern was exhibited by Nicholson in 1811 at the O.W.C.S. and
sold for 2 guineas.

WILLIAM PARS, A.R.A. (1742—1782). Studied at Shipley's School, St. Martins
Lane and R.A. Visited Greece and Asia Minor in 1764—6, Switzerland before 1771
and Rome 1775, where he died. Exhibited at the Society of Artists and R.A., both
portraits and landscapes.

A PARK GATEwAY AND FoUNTAIN among trees at the point where a wall meets
a rocky outcrop; on the latter is the impresa of the Chigi family above a
drinking trough; several peasant figures.
Watercolour; 15)X 22 in.
5.159/52.
Prov.: Dr. John Percy (collector's mark on rev.); Agnes and Norman Lupton
who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Probably the gate of one of the Chigi estates, perhaps the Villa Chigi at Lerici.

WILLIAM PAYNE (fl. 1776—1813). An engineer. Exhibited at the R.A. and
O.W.C.S. He was a very fashionable teacher of watercolours and an important
technical innovator.

75 BADLEY, DEvoN. A cottage and figures 1. the beach and sea r.
Watercolour; 4s X 6—', in.
Inscr.: in black ink in lower r. corner O'. Payne and on reverse Vievvfrom Badley,
Devon.
310/22.
Prov.: W. H. Thorpe who presented it to Leeds, 1922.

s LithograPhic ImPressions from Sketches of British Scenery by Francis Iz'icholson.
He was a pioneer of lithography in this country.
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76 A PEAsANT GATHERING STIGKs with a stream and cottage beyond.
Watercolour; 5s x 74 in.
Prov.: Unknown.

77 A FIsHING BQAT IN AN EsTUARY, lying on the mud with a man crouching on
the shore.
Watercolour; 5s x74 in.
Prov.: Unknown.

78 STREAM wITH FIsHERMEN with a net by a shallow waterfall, a cottage l. and
tree-covered cliffs r.
Watercolour; 17>s x 144 in.
Inscr.: in black on the riverbank by the l. edge 14. Payne.
597/25.
Prov.: Purchased from the Bilborough Bequest, 1925.

79 A SQUALL, distant estuary, cart with white horse and figures.
Watercolour; 5 x6~~ in.
5.161/52.
Prov.: Dr. C. M. Chadwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1952.

MICHAEL 'ANGELO'OOKER, A.R.A. (1746—1801). Studied with his father
and at the St. Martins Lane Academy. Exhibited at the R.A. and the Incorporated
Society. Worked as a scene painter.
80 ST. JQHN s CQLLEGE OxFQRD on the r. with a row of small houses 1., groups

of figures, some gowned.
Blacklead, pen, ink and grey wash; 124> x174s in.
5.183/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Engraved for the Oxford Almanack, 1784.

81 A LANE NEAR HINDHEAD, with figures, one on horseback and a dog, the roof
of a cottage below the lane l.
Watercolour; 14$ x 10$ in.
Inscr.: in brown ink on a stone near the lower edge l. I779 M. A. Rooker
(M.A.R. in monogram).
17.2/35.
Prov.: A. E. Anderson who presented it to Leeds, 1935.

CHARLES H. SCHWANFELDER (1773—1837). Born in Leeds. Exhibited at the
R.A. and British Institution. Appointed Animal Painter to George III and the
Prince Regent.
82 A RIvER SGENE wITH RUs~Ic BRIDGE, three peasant figures on the bridge,

cottages beyond in the hills.
Watercolour; 1 1 s- x13s in.
Inscr.: on mount SchcvanfelcIer 18I2.
173/91.
Prov.: Charles Turner Lockwood who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1891.

JOHN (WARWICK) SMITH (1749—1831). Exhibited at the O.W.C.S. of which
he was at one time President. Travelled in Italy under the patronage of the Earl of
Warwick, 1776—81.
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83

84

85

86

ETNA AND THE GREEK THEATRE, TAQRMINA, with peasant figures in the fore-
ground.
Watercolour; 13s x 202 in.
5.188/52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
ITALIANATE LANDscAPE, with a bridge, rocks and trees in the foreground and
a hill village beyond.
Blacklead and brown wash; 12s x17—.', in.
13.134/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
Inscr.: in ink on a stone above lower r. corner in monogram IS and on the verso
of the old mount: At Vietri near JVaples.

SNOWDON FROM THE OLD ROAD, CAPEL CURio, N. WAi.Es, a road with cattle
and a figure in the foreground and a farm centre. On reverse an unfinished
map.
Watercolour; 6~) x 8'n.
5.189,!52.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1952.
Smith exhibited a drawing with this title at the Old Watercolour Society in
1815. The map on the verso may represent a stretch of the road from Capel
Curig to Pen-y-Gwryd.
GIRL wITII A CHILD AND Doo, beside a wooden bridge in a rocky gorge.
Pen and brown ink with brown and grey wash; 13s x 17is in.
13.185/53.
Prov.: The Earl of Warwick; Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it
to Leeds, 1953.

ELIZABETH VILLIERS. This lady may have been the daughter of the Earl of
Jersey but the name is not uncommon.
87 A RUINED ARGHwAY with a pyramid, peasants, etc.

Body colour; 10-,'8„'n.
Inscr.: in brown ink on the rev. E. Villiers! 3une 1st /1798 and A'o. 3
Prov.: Unknown.

88 A RUINED TowER with goats and herdsman.
Body colour; 10-', x8„'n.
Inscr.: in brown ink on rev. Eliz'nd in blacklead Deer—30'" both inscriptions
cut to r.
Prov.: Unknown.

JAMES WARD, R.A. (1769—1859). Studied with J. R. Smith and William Ward.
Exhibited at the R.A. and British Institution.
LANDscAPE, cottages in downland.
Pen and ink with watercolour; 10s x 124s in.
Inscr.: in ink in lower r. corner, j. ~'ARD (monogram) R.A.
13.252/53.
Prov.: Agnes and Norman Lupton who bequeathed it to Leeds, 1953.
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Antique Furniture Restorations

J.W. LYTHE
Church Farnt, Whitehall Road
New Farnley, Leeds 3z

Tcl.: Lcctis C)37433

Ogicial Restorer to Tetttple Nett)sattt Hottse

RESTORATION AND

PRES ERVATION
nf the Antique, Oriental anti Occitlenta1

3 Jcw exon)plex if) work undertaken

IIRONll-'S, BUHL, CERAMICS, ENAMELS, IVORY
CARVINGS, JADES, MOTHEI< OF PEARL, ORMOLU,
MARBLES, OBJETS D'RT, SNUFFS, TORTOISE-SFIELL

AND WORKS OF ART

Restorers to the 1eadinq Musenms

G. GARBE
ESTABLISHED )77o CHARLOT TF STREET

LONDON, W. I )IIIIScum I 26$

I'nhlishI tl in Ix eds by I'Hr. LIBRARIL'S AND ARTS (ART GALLERY AND I EMI'LE NEwSAM Hot Sr:.! St'B-CoMMrrrEE
jointly with THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS I'LND

Printed by E. J. ARNOLD est SON LTD. I.BEDS 10



PICKARD OF LEEDS LTD.
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHERS TO
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

Specialists in photographic reproduction of works of art

9a KIRKG ATE,
LEEDS 1. Tele phone:- 24803

B.MATTHEWS ( Photo Printers ) LTD.
Photographic Bulk Printers to the leading
British and Foreign Art Galleries and Museums

Samples and prices on application

334—140 Idle Road,
BRADFORD. Telephone:- 37345

W. WADDINGHAM
IO ROYAL PARADE HARROG ATE

Telephone HARROGATE 5797

WANTED TO PURCHASE
fine examples of
OLD ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE

ENGLISH, CONTINENTAL & CHINESE
PORCELAIN & CHINESE HARDSTONES



WILDENSTEIN
PAINTINGS DRAWINGS FURMTURE

hy the Finest Masters
for Collectors and Connoisseurs

LONDON
I4y NEW BOND STREET W I

TelePhone M'ATFAIR o6oI

NEW YORK
I 9 EAST 64TH STREET

PARIS
57 RUE LA BOETIE

BUENOS AIRES
FLORIDA 9 I 4

Entrust the

PACKING and REMOVAL
of

Antiques and Works of Art
TO

PHONES:
4I9I9
4374I

TURNBULLS
Removal and Storage Contractors

28'7'ROUNDHAY ROAD
LEEDS 8 'STABLISHEDz867


